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These examples illustrate classification trees using the Cartware/rpart software in R.  This first example 
assumes you’ve already set up the software and have loaded your data.  The > is the prompt; everything 
after a # is a comment.  All input is case-sensitive. 
 
In this example, we’ll predict the presence/absence of curl-leaf mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus 
ledifolius) from a number of a number of vegetation and abiotic variables. 
 
> library(rpart) # Loads rpart software 
> cart.init() # Opens graphics windows & sets nice margins.  Always do this 

once at the start of a session. 
 
> z <- cart(sc.cele~k.sc.cele+veg2+elev+slope+aspect+sun+heat, 

data=envspk)  # Fit a classification tree to predict sc.cele 
Correct classification rate: Null = 60%, Model = 83% (545/656)  
Kappa =  0.651 
 
P(occur) where predicted =  0.771  
Leaves =  7  
        absent present 
absent     329      64 
present     47     216 

>  
 
The two plots are the cross-validation relative error plot (aka, the cp plot), and the classification tree.  The 
cp plot is used to pick the tree size (by default, the 1 SE rule is used, so you can get away with ignoring 
the cp plot—more on that later).  On the right is the classification tree.  The first split is on a categorical 
variable, veg2.  If veg2 is any of the listed classes (abbreviated by “abde...,” meaning the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 
5th,... classes), follow the tree to the left (true conditions go left) to find that the prediction is absent, and 
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that this is correct for 94% of 238 cases.  Following the first split to the right gives another split on elev, 
going left for low elevations and right for high elevations, and so on.  The cart function also displays the 
null (“bet the majority”) and correct classification rates and a confusion matrix.  The rows of the 
confusion matrix represent observed values, and the columns represent predicted (I’ve switched this to 
match SAS).  So Cercocarpus ledifolius was absent in 329+64 = 393 plots, and absence was predicted 
correctly in 329 of them.  The diagonals of a confusion matrix represent correct classification, while the 
off-diagonals represent misclassification.  The proportion improvement over chance is given as Kappa 
(when priors are equal to group size), or Tau (when priors are specified). 
 
 
 
Getting data into R: 
 
Save the data file as a CSV (comma-delimited) file from Excel.  Then use the read.csv function in R to 
assign it to a variable (note the use of forward slashes in the path): 
 
> envspk <- read.csv("d:/r/sanbernie.csv") # Read datafile  
 
> names(envspk) # Display column names 
  [1] "x"          "y"          "veg"        "veg2"       "veg3"       
  [6] "elev"       "slope"      "aspect"     "sun"        "heat"       
 [11] "prof3"      "prof5"      "prof7"      "prof9"      "prof11"     
 ... 
 
> envspk # Display ALL of dataset 
           x       y veg veg2 veg3      elev      slope      aspect 
1   521032.8 3794286  20   16   11 1820.2770 12.1221100 229.6228000 
2   520976.2 3794429  20   16   11 1832.7680 12.3558000 237.1033000 
 ... 
 
> envspk[1:5,] # Display rows 1 thru 5 
         x       y veg veg2 veg3     elev     slope   aspect       sun 
1 521032.8 3794286  20   16   11 1820.277 12.122110 229.6228 1.0364810 
2 520976.2 3794429  20   16   11 1832.768 12.355800 237.1033 1.0259120 
 ... 
 
Categorical variables coded as numeric must be converted to factors.  This happens automatically to 
character variables. 
 
> envspk$sc.cele <- as.factor(envspk$sc.cele)   
 
 
 
Slightly advanced stuff: 
 
You can assign model formulas to variables.  You can then use a variable in the cart call – this may make 
it easier to compare different models. 
 
> v1 <- "sc.cele~veg+veg2+veg3+elev+slope+sun+heat" 
> z <- cart(eval(parse(text=v1)), data=envspk) 
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The pick parameter determines whether cart displays a pruned tree using the 1 SE rule (pick = TRUE, 
the default), or displays an unpruned tree (pick = FALSE).  If you plan to deal with pruning yourself, set 
pick=FALSE, and have a look at the cp plot (repeated here from the first example above).  Typically 
you’ll want the first point that’s within one standard error of the minimum (the 1 SE rule)—this will be 
the first point that falls below the dotted line.  Here, that’s the forth point, corresponding to a complexity 
parameter of 0.015 and a tree size of seven leaves.   
 

 
You might want to use the minimum relative error for a bushier tree (for instance if the tree doesn’t 
include all of your classes), or you may want to prune to a smaller, more robust and understandable tree.  
You can prune the tree with the prune function.  (Note that in the cart call above, you’ve set the variable z 
to the results—here we’ll reuse it).  Prune uses cp values from the cp plot (you may have to fiddle with 
these a bit). 
 
> rplot(prune(z, .05)) 
Correct classification rate: Null = 60%, Model = 78% (514/656)  
P(occur) where predicted =  0.776  
Leaves =  3  
 
        absent present 
absent     344      49 
present     93     170 

>  
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The smooth parameter runs the cart multiple times to get a better estimate of the cross-validation error, 
and thus a smoother cp plot.  The effect of chance on cross-validation often affects tree size, so if you’re 
serious about an analysis, it’s a good idea to set smooth as high as your patience allows. 
 
> z <- cart(sc.cele~k.sc.cele+veg2+elev+slope+aspect+sun+heat, 

data=envspk, smooth=30) 
 
 
 
There are a number of options to pick splitting parameters, tree sizes, etc.  These are all described in 
rpart.pdf in more detail than you’ll likely want.  Here are a couple of highlights: 
 
You can change the minimum split and leaf criteria, as well as the number of cross-validations, by setting 
components of usual. 
 
> usual # Display variable usual 
... 
> usual$minsplit <- 2 # Split even nodes with 2 cases 
 
You can look at the cross-validation error table by typing z$cptable. 
 
You can see alternative and surrogate splits in excruciating detail by typing summary(z). 
 
You can set priors by creating a list with your prior probabilities, in ascending order (table gives the 
correct order), and then specifying this list with the parms option.  Priors must sum to 1. 
 
> table(envspk$sc.cele) 
 absent present  
    393     263  
> p <- list(prior = c(.85, .15))  # Set priors to absent = 0.85 and present = 0.15 
> z <- cart(sc.cele~k.sc.cele+veg2+elev+slope+aspect+sun+heat, 

data=envspk, parms=p) 
 
Similarly, you can set costs with a loss list and the parms option on cart.  For a 2×2 matrix, use the loss 
function, specifying the cost of misclassifying the second group as the first: 
 
> l <- loss(1.5) # Cost of misclassifying present as absent 
> l 
$loss 
     [,1] [,2] 
[1,]    0  1.5 
[2,]    1  0.0 
 
> z <- cart(sc.cele~k.sc.cele+veg2+elev+slope+aspect+sun+heat, 

data=envspk, parms=l) 
 
For more than two classes, it’s easiest to type the matrix into a file and read it in like this: 
> l <- list(loss = t(as.matrix(read.csv('loss.txt')))) 
 
If labels get cut off, use the margin option to cart to specify the proportion to increase margins (e.g., 
margin = .3).  
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The monte.cart function gives a P-value for a tree, based on Monte Carlo resampling.  First, pick the 
model you like, and choose a tree size (in number of leaves).  Then use monte.cart.  In this example, we 
create 100 trees by randomly permuting the data.  We then compare the correct classification rate (CCR) 
with the distribution of CCRs from the random trees.  If your nice looking model was produced by 
chance, expect to see a high P.  You can get a plot of random CCRs (curve) vs. the CCR of your tree 
(triangle). 
 
> x <- monte.cart(sc.cele~k.sc.cele+veg2+elev+slope+aspect+sun+heat, 

data=envspk, n=100, size=7, ifplot=TRUE) 
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If you’re using cart for spatial data, you can use cart2arc to easily produce grids of predicted results in 
Arc/Info.  cart2arc creates an AML that runs input grids through the tree to produce predicted values 
across the landscape.  The details are beyond the scope of this summary, but here’s an example of the 
results of the sc.cele tree, predicting occurrence of Cercocarpus ledifolius across a landscape (red and 
white dots are presence/absence at sample plots; gold and blue areas are predicted presence/absence): 
 

 
 
Installation notes: 
 
These examples are run in the package R (an open-source statistical package and programming language, 
available for free from www.r-project.org).  R has lots and lots of freely available software contributed by 
users to do all sorts of statistical things.  The classification trees are performed by rpart, one of those 
programs written in R.  Install it with Packages > Install packages from CRAN... in R, or type 
 
> install.packages('rpart') 
 
Finally, the examples use the Cartware functions (available from Brad Compton, 
bcompton@forwild.umass.edu), which work with rpart and are intended to make running carts a little 
more convenient, and easily allow smoothing of cross-validation plots.  The ever-evolving Cartware also 
includes functions to do permutation tests to get a P-value for a tree, and to produce result grids in 
Arc/Info for models using spatial data.  Load Cartware with: 
 
> source('cartware.r') 

http://www.r-project.org/

